
EVERLY HEIGHTS

The multiverse meets magic in a sitcom about secrets.

LOGLINE: To save his marriage, a seasoned government agent breaks 
protocol by bringing home a wizard from another dimension, revealing his 
greatest secret to his bride.



1/2-HOUR SITCOM

Jim Colvin is a legendary agent for the W.E.I.R.D.E. Task Force

(Weaken and Eradicate InteR-Dimensional Enemies). Now, he wants to

start a new life with Ramona. Only one problem… His instincts say

she’s cheating on him. Is Ramona being unfaithful, or is Jim

“projecting” his lies about what he really does for a living onto his new

bride? To build trust, Jim brings his work home with him.

Unfortunately, his work involves a dark troll wizard from another

dimension locked in an eternal struggle with the dark lord Hibboticus.

Will she still love Jim after he introduces her to Nosloo The Great?



NOSLOO THE GREAT

America has a rich history of sitcoms with secretive families.

These stories often reflect and comment on issues we all face. ALF

was a sitcom about a family with a good reason to distrust the

ever-expanding military industrial complex. The witches in

BEWITCHED are a metaphor for the gay experience in the 1960s.

NOSLOO THE GREAT embraces this grand tradition to explore res

why we keep secrets, why we double down when caught in a lie,

how honesty supports our relationships, and how our lies can tear

them apart.

WHAT MAKES THIS SHOW 
SPECIAL?



Jim has worked for Uncle

Sam since the Nixon

administration, so he knows

how to compartmentalize.

Can a man devoted to keeping

secrets learn to open up?

Nosloo, a dark troll wizard,

fights for the Land of Fee-Nee

against his brother

Hibboticus. When his plan to

defeat Hibboticus fails,

Nosloo finds himself trapped

in a world without magic.

Ever the optimist, Ramona

defaults to trust. She’s been

suckered in by infomercial

hosts and pyramid schemes,

but when Jim tells her the

truth will she ever be able to

trust him again?



Nosloo’s older brother, by a

year. After a bender in the

Land of Caliper, Hibboticus is

determined to kill Nosloo and

take control over the Land of

Fee-Nee.

Nosloo’s romantic partner,

always ready to grab a

magical totem or distract the

enemy while Nosloo attacks.

When Nosloo comes to our

world, Brenda finds herself

trapped in Fee-Nee with no

way to bring Nosloo back.

Cynthia Postal, leader of the

W.E.I.R.D.E. Task Force only

cares about the mission. She

doesn’t trust Jim’s wife

Ramona, but perhaps she

doth protest too much…

W.E.I.R.D.E.’s resident family

man, Bucky is always joking

about how much his wife and

kids annoy him, but

underneath it all he really

loves them. When things are

slow, Bucky loves pulling

pranks on his co-workers.

Susie is a confirmed

bachelorette. With how busy

she is protecting Earth from

interdimensional incursions,

she struggles to find time for

love. Any time she meets a

nice guy the multiverse seems

to get in the way.



NOSLOO THE GREAT



ABOUT THE WRITER

bill@billmeeks.com 407-960-0734 billmeeks.com

Bill Meeks is a writer, performer, and
video producer in Los Angeles, CA.
Previously, he created and starred in
the audio sitcom The Fakist: One
Last Day, studied and performed
improv in Orlando, and hosted
internal podcasts and video training
for AT&T and Hearst Television. He’s
published several books, including
the Dogboy Adventures series, Trials
of King Sparrow, and the non-fiction
book Fan Podcasting: The Complete
Guide based on seven years
producing Parsec Award-nominated
fan podcasts about his favorite
movies and tv shows.

https://billmeeks.com/
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